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Can We Automate the Good Society?
ROBERT SCHWITZGEBET

Even a cursory survey of modern history reveals the
socio-political influence of technology. The ebb and
flow of empires can be correlated to the intloducticn
.of the cross-bol, cargo ship, gun powder, or steam
engine. Similarly, the process of local government
was inevitably altered rvhen engineers delised public water supply systems, making a daily trip to the
town. lvell unnecessary. Today, television may be encouraging such strong feelings of participatory democracy that traditional nominating converrtions for
Presidential candidates in the United States mzry
soon be abandoned.

The manned moon landing prompted nrlmerolrs
public statements legarding its presumed szrlutary
effect on world affairs. Perhaps. But parb of the uncertainty regarding the long-range social eflects of
both US and Russian space programs is that, rvhatever influence is exerted, it will be a "spin-of[" or
by-product of the techuology. That is, the apparatus
will not have been designed, in any technical sense,
to dit'ectly influence or control human behavior. Perhaps, afraid of a Brave Nerv World, ."ve u,ould not
want to build such an apparatus even if it lvere
feasible to do so. But the possibilities are, at the very
least, intriguing.
Most technological advances of social significance
to date have been either: 1) developed initially for
reasons other than regulation of group social be.havior (e.9,, electric porver, telephone, transportation devices), or 2) developed specifically, for social
control by means of physical restraint or injury
(e.9., stockades, guillotine, military rveapons). Indeed, relatively feu, devices have been speciiically' dcsigned for regulation of social behavior rvhich d,o trot
rely on some form of negative sanction. This miry
be, in part, lvhy the very idea of behavior control is
abhorrent to many people. The techniclues of the past
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have been, all too often, purposefully unpleasant. A
brief sampling of some that are not may be useful.
One of the most successful contempolary sociai
regulatory devices is the traffic light. This relatively
simple apparatus can effectively control the speed
and duration of certain types of movement for a
large number of people lvithin a limited geographical area. "Left to their own devices," both drivers
and pedestrians in urban areas wouid be even more
hopelessly entangled than at present. The traffic signal does not, of course, completely avoid the use of
punishment, inasmuch as violators are subject to
fines and loss of driving privileges. Parking meters
follou' the same principle.
Probably the most common social-mechanical regulatory apparatus is the clock. We may regret the
loss of some individual freedom in such matters,
but timing procedures seem to be an efflcient means
of reconciling natural differences.
One particularly innovative use of the clock as a
social control should be credited to the English shipbuilder, William Willett, 'rvho sr-tggested daylight saving time in 1907. Despite failly
agreement re"videof recreational
garding the value of an extra hour
daylight, the means of obtaining this benefrt seemed
too painful. Enacting legislation tr-r thc effect that,
as of a certain dtrte, business honrs u'oulcl be ch:rnged
and employees expected to arrive at u'ork an hour
earlier would certainly raise public t'escntnrent. Businessmen rvould grttnrble ; emplol'ces sho*' 1111 Iate for
months;the unemplol''etl lttrtl hrt'e<l tttigltt cook up a
felv street demonstratirins pt'otcsting this infri.gement of civil libcrty. Irett', il rrnl', elected oflicials
would risk their oflice to olrtltitt thc e-xtrl hottr of
daylight almost evL'l'J'ollc' lttlt'ceti thel' tr':rnted'
The critical i5511s-11s ill so nlitl).\' llroposccl social
1gf6r'n1s-1vas ttof dislrgrt'errlctlt ovcr goals, bttt colrflict <iver proceclttrc. I'o this extent, socirl administration is a matter of techttology t':tther thrrn llhilosophy. IIr the cltse rlise ussetl here, the ploceclure of
(Cotttitrutd ott Palc lllt)
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(Contirured from page 28)
setting the clock ahead one hour keeps the usual controlling stimulus intact (i,.e., we still go to work at
"8:00" o'clock), but it functionally alters the behavior. Until administrators have at their disposal more
practical tools for behavior modification, even the
most beneficial and unselfish social reforms may go
unaccomplished. Many of our social control techniques, such as bribes, threats, incarceration, are
primitive and in themselues sources of suflering.
Another effective behavior control device is the
cash-register. The use of this non-punitive machine
is not usually resented by employees but has effectively reduced their rate of theft. The cash-register,
door key, credit card, light bulb, and photo-cell alarm
more effectively reduce stealing than do courts and
prisons (at considerably less expense), because they
are less obvious, more immediate in effect, and prevent rather than punish the unu,anted behavior.
lVe Are Wlrat We Inuent
The impact of future social hardware (in the form

of

communication devices, behavior-recording instrlrments, transportation and entertainment apparatus, labor- and "brain"-saving machines) is inevitable but uncertain. Almost any of the major projected technok-rgical developments of the next few
decades could pl'ompt lively discussion. As the pervasive influence of such technology becomes generally recognized, planned "social instrumentation"
will supplement, if not leplace, social legislation as
the dominant means of regulating human behavior.
Take, for cxample, the recent political assassinations in the United States. One immediate and natural reaction was an attempt to pass more stringent
federal gun regulation. A strong opposition developed, however, and passage of truly effective regulation is doubtful. A number of technical alternatives
might be invcstigated. Devices such as tranquilizing
guns which rnark and paralyze targets might be acceptable to hunters. for example, if they .were then
permitted to kill the animal by knife, anesthetic, or
othel short-distance and less violent means. This procedure would allou, demonstration of personal skill
and courage and rvould yield less damaged souvenirs. At the same time, as reasonable substitutes for
legitimate put:poses ere provided, the motivations
and arguments of paramilitary political groups become more apparent. Another technical alternative
might consist of placing a radio receiver in the stock
or handle of firearms. If the device rvere activated by
a fellow hunter or by security agents at a political
event, the gun rvould be disabled. Also, batteries to
operate the receiter and other essential electromechanical parts would be obtainable only through a
licensed organization. fn a society rvhich presumably
has the economic and technical resources to develop
anti-missile- missiles, a "safeguard system" against
small, -conventional hand rveapons would appear to
r1{

be a relatively minor technological undertaking.
Critics will be quick to point out that such arrangements, even if technically feasible, do not deal rvith
"the cause" of violence. Nor, it might be pointed out,
does gun regulation or an international anns control
agreement. The reasons for human aggression are
undoubtedly complex. It would appear fairly obvious,
however, that even the innate aggressive impulses
of one human toward another might not be of serious consequence if we had not developed weapons,
inasmuch as we are ill-equipped anatomically to kill
one another.
The point is this: We become what we invent. A
human can be distinguished, in part, from other animals because, having invented chairs, he is a chairsitting creature. He is a flying creature because he
invented airplanes. We are dangerously aggressive
animals when we give ourselves tools which kill; or
we are gregarious animals when we give ourselves
apparatus (such as musical instruments) which augment other latent behaviors.
As long as persons of political influence believe in
the primitive psychology of deterrence and punishment ("primitive" because it immediately rewards
the punisher by suppressing unwanted behavior, but
in the long run builds resentment and rebellion), in-

pR EDrcrED rEcH JiiBoL:rc'n, n+r r.vEM ENrs
(adapted from T. Gordon and O. Helmer, Report on
a Long-range Forecasting Study, Rand Corp., 1964)
Achievement
Year
1972 Automated language translators
1975 Biological agents that destroy aggressor's will
to resist
1980 Focused energy weapons-laser death rays
1982 Artificial electronic and plastic human organs
and organ systems

1985 Electronic prothesis (radar for the blind,

ser-

vomechanical limbs, etc.)
1989 Creation of a primitive form of artificial life (at
least in the form of self-replicating molecules)
'1992 lncrease by an order of magnitude in the relative number of psychotic cases amenable to
physical or chemical therapy

2000 Feasibility (not necessarily acceptance) of
chemical control over some hereditary defects by modification of genes through molecular engineering

2010 Man-machine symbiosis, enabling man to ex-

2012

tend his intelligence by direct electro-mechanical interaction between his brain and a computing machine
Feasibility of using drugs to raise the level of
intelligence (other than as dietary supplements and not in the sense of just temporarily
raising the level of apperception)

2023 Breeding of intelligent animals (apes,
2024
2028

ceta-

ceans, etc,) lor low-grade labor
Control ol gravity through some form of modification of the gravitational lield
Feasibility of education by direct information
recording on the brain
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creasingly potent \\'eapons will be developed. A new
psychological strategy rvould yield nerv tools, and,
ultimately, a new estimate of the "natlrre of Man."
If even a small portion of our current $71 billion defense budget rvere shifted from the development of
hardrvare for punishing unutanted behavior to devices for reinforcing desirecl behavior, the treacherous course of urban and foreign affairs might be substantially altered, Furthermore, such an effort might
actually prove to be administratii,ely enjoyable as
well as challenging, because the best schemes and
apparatus, such as daylight saving time, credit systems, contraceptives, televised elections, slot machines, etc., contain the possibility of a relatively
immediate reward for the users.
An, Internationo,l

C

ooperatiu e In d ex

As a heuristic exercise, I rvould like to outline hou,
a well-established principle of behavior modification,

such as positive reinforcement, might be partially
automated to promote international cooperation. The
use of reinforcement techniques in international affairs is not a novel proposal. Evan Luard, in his
Confltct and Peace in the Moclern Intet'ttatiou,nl System, for example, has claimed that ".
The desile
for respect, admiration, love and good name is today
almost as clearly marked among nations as among
individuals, and the sanctions these rervards bestorv
may furnish the most effective means of socialization
in this case, too." Certain technical requirements of
reinforcement procedures must be met, horvever, to
assure even a remote possibility of snccess in such
eomplex undertakings. It is for this reason that instrumentation becomes something of a necessity.
Procedures for shaping or reinforcing a desired
response include: precise definition of goal behavior,
measurement of normal or base-rate strength of desired behavior, selection and application of potential
reinforcers for the parties involved, and finally measurement of results rvith modiflcation of procedure as
necessary. When rve speak of reinforcing the behar,ior of a nation-state, an abstract entity consisting
of numerous multi-directional forces, r,l'e refer to a
process of altering the direction of the sum of the
forces which comprise that entity by means of behavior-contingent consequences. In practice. it means
reinforcing predetermined actions of varions individuals in the body politic n'ho are influential in producing a nation's foreign policy.
The first step of the procedure is to specify the
goal behavior of the target group, For example, certain principles in the United Nations Charter describe a state of affairs u'hich might be u,idely accepted as a desired sociopolitical gotrl (arz., "International peace and securit),, absence of acts of aggression and breaches of the peace; friendly relations
among nations based upon respect fol the principles
of equal rights and self-determiuzrtion of peoples").
The second step requires some mealrs of accurately
INTIi:R Pt .{\',, }-EBRLTIRY I 97O

and continuously monitoring the goal behavior in
order to determine critical points for delivery of the
reinforcers. But such measurement rriust translate
vague and subjective intangibles such as "friendly
relations" or "peace and security" into sorne form of
quantitative calculus amenable to rapid computntion.
The degree of cooperation,/conflict betrveen various
units in the international system might be quantified by using measures already employed by some
analysts-e.9., exchange or rvithdrarval of diplomats,
trade agreements, allegations of treaty violations,
editorial opinion in leading periodicals, armed conflict, etc. This sampled data could then be processed
by an on-line computer in a manner similar to that
norv used to predict eiection results. The or-rtput
would be a number on an arbitrary scale indicating the degree of cooperationz'conflict betlveen each
member nation and every other nation. The numerical value of every possible combination could be
added to obtain a total value representing the degree of "international peace anci security." The resulting index might be reported daily as a brief
news item comparable to stock market indexes.
Reinf orcing Good Behauior

The possible value of the UN index is far-reaching: certain subscales could be r-rsed by UN agencies
as a basis for alvarding or s,ithholding desired commodities or services; the General Assembly or Secnrity Council could be called into session rvhenever the
value reached some predetermined negative number;
international investors could use the index as an indicator of risk, etc. Ulost important, irorvever, is the
fact that it might provide a reiiable, s),stematic and
overt indicator of sntall ancl gradual improvements

in

international relations 'which are traditionally
IIajor pr-rblicity and attention are still given to confiict rather
than the slor'ver, yet essential, positive process of
shaping international coopelative arrangements.
Persons rvho lvish to strcugthen the UN as a reglllatory agency should lot think in terms of a rvorld
police force, as this rvould essentially cluplicate aloverlooked and therefore go unre\r'arded.

ready ineffectual methods.
Details regarding the nature of. or procedures for',

distributing potential positive leinforcers are

be-

yond the scope of this article, although a nnmber of
options seem open to immeCiate exploration. For'
example, reinforcers might take the form of molretary grants from intergovernmental agencies or allotment of services belorv free-market price. It is
perhaps significant that the Soviet Uni<-rn has joined
only flve of the nllmerorls specialized rgencies oI the
United Nations, trvo of u,hich-the Universal Post:tl
Union and the International Telecomntttnicrtions
Union-have obvious practical and inrmediate bettelits, The desired but costly services of an agetlcy
such as UNICEF might be made ptu'tly L'olrtingel)t
tupon improved Cooperative Index t'atings. Of the 9i3

nations allocated funds by the UNICEF executive
board in 1967, 34 had been involved in some form
of armed conflict between 1950 and 1965. Another
possibility would be the formation of "proflt-making" subsections in the UN lvhich might raise initial capital by a small tax on international trade,
and subsequently, solicit stock purchases where permitted. Individuals of widely dispersed geography
and citizenship would then have a direct and correlated vested interest in peace.
" Braintoashing"

and Science Fiction

Any proposal to develop a political technology
must deal rvith the possibility of abuse. The most
common fear is that, by some accident or design, our
environment rvill be so engineered that we rvill lose
certain social characteristics highly valued in lYestern culture such as privacy, creativity, initiative,
freedom, spontaneity, etc.
Unfortunately, it is science fi.ction lvriters rather
than science writers rvho have tended to speculate
about the societies of the future. Only recently and
with some reluctance have recognized scholars begun
to make such predictions. The very complexity of
this kind of task suggests that we still have a large
number of options. The traditional academic position
is to make the "conservative statement" regarding
scientiflc findings and their possible social implicatibns. For the most part, academic psychologists
have maintained this position in the midst of leriodic enthusiasm or fear associated with hypnotism,
subliminal advertising, "brainlashing," "brain stimulation," chemical transfer of learning, etc. It is
quite likely that behavior control procedures will
prove to be less effective than proponents hope or
opponents fear.
A point which requires considerable emphasis is
that the most serious social threat of technology is
'not over-control in the style of Braae Neto World or
1984. but rather anarchy, chaos, or massive disorganization. Large but delicately balanced and complex organizations are often very vulnerable to serious disruption. The November 9, 1965, electricai
blackout of the northeast US coast provities a dramatic example. Guerrilla actions against public rvater supplies, communication networks, or transportation systems could temporarily paralyze, if not
seriously injure, "Big Brother,"
In international affairs, technology, lvhich is still
typically nation-based, is also more likely to precipitate a violent breakdown of order rather than mold
all people into inescapable homogeneity. When a
country puts millions of tiny needles into olbit disrupting international communications, and another
explodes a "dirty" nuclear device, and a tirird places
instruments on the ocean floor in international waters, etc., technology increases the conflict potential,
and may be considered antithetical to general human
welfar-e.
il0

On a more personal level, the best example of poor
technology is probably one's experience in trying to
get a phone bill, income tax statement, or social security account corrected. It is not a matter of precise control of our affairs lvhich bothers us but frustration due to ineffectual bureancracy caused by "information overload." We should indeed take precautions against potentially efficient misuse of a national
data-bank, for example; but large-scale wire-tapping
or other surveillance procedures on an individual
level would not only run the risk of prompting rebellion but be almost impossible to implement in terms
of initial capital investment and program complex-

itv.
One "detail" lvhich science fiction writers and social critics who are unfamiliar with behavior-conditioning principles tend to overlook is the strong bias
toward detailed study of individual cases. In order
to deliver consequences contingent upon a specifled
behavior (e.9., monetary credits for small increases
in international cooperation), very close attention
must be given to the ongoing behavior of the particular individuals or group in question. Due to differences in physical characteristics, social customs
and previous experiences, simply delivering a standardized consequence in a routine manner is not as
effective as more idiosyncratic reinforcers. For example, giving one's wife an unexpected gift of three
dollars is not as romantic as giving her flowers of
equal value. In providing idiosyncratic and appropriately-contingent consequences, one demonstrates,
with more than words, a concern which is intelligently, and perhaps uniquely, human.
Tlr,e

Li'mits of Social Control

At present, our knowledge of behavior does not
indicate that social control can be exercised according to the strictly arbitrary wishes of an autholity.
Until large groups of people have identical genetic
and social histories (an unlikely circttnrstnnce), humans will not be interchangeable, especially rvith increasing specialization of work tasks. Any practical
plan of social engineering mttst creute a spectrlttn
of social environments rvhich alford an individttal a
variety of rvays of exploring horv he catr be productive, socially valued, self respectitrg, and getret'ally
appreciative of life.
Our social environment is so poor that the persott
who completes high school is still considerecl a bit
of a hero. We have not yet designed the basic structure for assuring a healthy, peacefttl antl hottest human community-to say nothing of systenr:ltically
strengthening the more fragile bchlviot's of crcativity, love, intellectual discover)' lltrch of ottt' collective effort is currently dilectecl torvlit'd tht' sttppression of novel, uttrv:.ltlted and ltnot'tlttltlox [it'hltviors.
In terms of social.'biological evoltttiott, otte t'hilracteristic of a viable cttlture u'ottltl cet't;rittll' lre thc
encouragement (tvithin the bounds t'erlttiretl for some
lN'Il,:ttl'1.,\\' I I lllit \liI
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stability of the social system) of individual variation. It is interesting to note that, during the Industrial Revolution in England, certain species of moths
with darker-colored individuals were able to survive
predatory birds by matching the carbon wastes of
factories. Perhaps similarly, "social mutants" such
as "hippies" may be our best assurance under rapidly changing social conditions that something human will be left in the 21st century. The endorsement
of individual freedom and variation is not only a
philosophical preference but apparently a biological
necessity.

Futile Arms Race
The most socially dangerous phase of technical
development occurs betrveen initial laboratory demonstration and general public knowledge when state
agencies may secretly use a device or technique. Wiretapping and biochemical weapons are contemporary
examples. This phase, however, is timelimited. As
Norbert Wiener pointed out in his commentary, The
Human Use ol Human Beings, the very nature of a
discovery as a form of information precludes ultimate secrecy. It is only a matter of time until an
opposing group develops similar counter-control techniques. Aversive sanctions will not prevent widespread, violent socio-political revolutions because
weapons used againsf police will become as effective
as those used by police. Hopefully, administrators
will become aware of this limitation before much
constructive human effort of the past is destroyed.

t

In the foreseeable future, only social organizations
which exercise necessary minimal control by means
of positive, individually rewarding, non-repressive,
non-secretive pr<lcedures will survive.
Much of our present hostile technology-this includes devt'ces which indiscriminately cause pollution or destroy natural resorrrces-will simply "fade
Away" if eflective and economically feasible alternatives become apparent. Philosophical discussion, restrictive legislation, Luddite revolutions and the
singing of protest songs on electric guitars are more
accurately vieu,ed as symptoms than solutions. The
main thesis here is simply that we now have the
technical knorvledge and hardware to begin systematically to implement rvidely-ackno'rvledged social
goals with,ou,t relying on h'aditiorxtl procedures of
ptmishmen

t

ancl deterrence.

As Enciting as War
When the beneflts of cooperation are as immediate
and tangible as those of conflict, we will have more
cooperation; when peace is as exeiting as war, we
will have more peace. There is rrothing very profound about such propositions. Assuming we are not
too long deterred by philosophical objections (e.9.,
"easy" virtue is not rea)ly virtuous), we can soon
begin to mechanize and automete ccoperation as
successfully as we have conflict. Then, no longer a
slave to the threat of self-extinction, we should be
able to turn our creative energy to'ward the enhancement of the aesthetic qualities of existence.

